
INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF YOUNG LEGAL SCHOLARS 

Academic Workshop 

 

February 1978, in Minsk, on the initiative of the Central Committee of the 

All-Union Leninist Young Communist League, the first All-Union School of 

Young Legal Scholars was held on the topic: "Methodological problems of Soviet 

legal science at the present stage". 

More than 150 young scientists, teachers and post-graduate students from 

law schools and institutes of academies of science of all Union republics, scientific 

and educational centers of the country, research institutes of all-Union and 

republican ministries and departments took part in the School's work. The main 

formats of the School's work were plenary sessions, sections, round tables and 

creative meetings. Twenty reports on theoretical problems of the state and law, the 

methodology of legal science, and topical issues of international law were heard. 

T.Ya. Khabrieva, Yu.A. Tikhomirov, V.E. Chirkin and other prominent 

scholars who had the opportunity to participate in the work of schools for young 

scientists and lawyers in those years, became the ideological inspirers of the 

renaissance and renewed annual Schools-workshops for young scientists-lawyers. 

In May 2006, the ILCL held the May School of Young Legal Scholars, 

reviving the tradition of scientific communication of young scholars and legal 

experts and reaffirming their commitment to the development of international 

scientific cooperation and research of young talented lawyers from Russia and 

abroad. 

The topic of the Schools conducted by the Institute are devoted to the studies 

of current theoretical and practical problems of lawmaking and law enforcement, 

such as: "Law: stability and dynamics" (2006), "The influence of international law 

on national legislation" (2007), "Efficiency of legislation and modern legal 



technologies" (2008 ), "Legal problems of scientific progress" (2009), "Legacy of 

legal science and modernity" (2010). 

On May 26 - 28, 2011, with the support of the Presidential Administration of 

the Russian Federation, the VI International School of Young Legal Scholars on 

the topic "The State in a Changing World" was held. 

Based on the results of the conference, we can state that the topic «the state» 

has regained popularity. The gap between the study of law and the state, which has 

been observed in the domestic legal literature for at least the last 20-25 years, has 

been overcome. State-research topics should receive intensive development not so 

much in the descriptions of the structural components of the state, but as in its 

functional impacts. Moreover, a broad vector of studying the state is needed at the 

national level and within the framework of international cooperation. 

In 2012, taking into account the Institute's immersion in the problems of 

lawmaking and law enforcement in the field of combating corruption, the VII 

International School of Young Legal Scholars and Legal Professionals "Legal 

Innovations in Combating Corruption" was held in the framework of the first 

Eurasian Anti-Corruption Forum, which took place on 30-31 May in Moscow 

within the walls of the Accounts Chamber of the Russian Federation. 

Participants in the VII International Academic Workshop discussed topical 

issues related to overcoming corruption, providing state and municipal services, 

creating a favorable legal environment for business activities, improving the 

quality of public administration in general. 

In 2013, the Institute held the VIII International School of Young Legal 

Scholars "Law and Ecology" with the support of the Ministry of Natural Resources 

and Ecology of the Russian Federation. A red thread in all the discussions within 

the School was the idea that environmentally oriented development is the only 

possible condition for the preservation of mankind. Environmental problems were 

recognized as one of the main challenges to sustainable development, and the lack 



of efforts by the world community to address these problems was noted. The 

regulatory and protective role of law in the environment was particularly indicated. 

The IX International School of Young Legal Scholars "Law and Social 

Development: A New Humanistic Hierarchy of Values" focused on a 

comprehensive scientific research and discussion of main legal problems of social 

development, including issues of public control, health, education, science, culture 

and sport , the social responsibility of business and the duties of the social state. 

In 2015 the topic of the School was «Lawmaking and legal science: 

contemporary problems», in 2016 “Effective law enforcement: Doctrine and 

Practice” and in 2017 the XIII International School of Young Legal Scholars was 

devoted to “Composition of the legal space: update dynamics”. 

Main speakers and heads of sectional sessions are leading Russian and 

foreign scientists, representatives of higher state bodies. As in the 70's and 80's. 

XX century the Academic Workshop provides great opportunities for young 

researchers to communicate with leading scientists in this field of knowledge, 

contributes to the development of creative searches, the formation of the individual 

personality of the young scientist, focuses on the study of acute and urgent 

problems in the legal field. 

 


